Itinerary
Alghero CITY OF CINEMA
The Movie Tour

Military Airport
of Alghero

Opening times: Saturday and Sunday 9am1pm (12pm last admission)/2pm-7pm (6
pm last admission).

Roman villa
of Sant’Imbenia
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County road SP55 | Porto Conte
[Le Prigionette]
Opening times: Saturday and Sunday
10am-1pm/3:30pm-6:30pm
The Roman villa of Sant’Imbenia is an archaeological complex dating back to the Roman
ages. It was built between the end of the 1st
century BC and the beginning of the 1st century AD, and used by Roman patricians as a
place of rest and leisure. The villa consisted of
a manor area and a rustic section, intended
for agricultural production. Located just a few
metres from the seashore, it still offers an extraordinary view of the Bay of Porto Conte,
the ancient roman Portus Nympharum [the
Nymphs’ Harbour].

A formula conceived by the Società Umanitaria
of Alghero for the Cinema delle Terre del Mare
film-showcase. An itinerant festival for cinephiles on the move. A stroll through the town,
among the luxurious Art Nouveau villas along
the seafront promenade, the towers, the squares and the places that have been the backdrop
for great films and hosted the Meeting. A
guided tour to re-discover an illustrious past,
linking the history of this area to cinema with
a single thread. A tale of history, culture and
heritage, truth and legend, daily life and myth.
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State road SS291 | Fertilia – Santa Maria
La Palma

The use of face masks is mandatory when
entering the air raid shelter and visiting
the indoor areas.
The construction work of the airport, located
in the area of “La Nurra”, began the 10th July
1937 and it was open on the 28th March 1938.
The buildings, as still visible, have the common
architecture of “standardized type called Balbo” that even today are visible in other airports.
The airport remained continuously operating
during the war, before and after September
8, 1943, although it was also undermined by
the German army. It was around that time the
pilot-French writer Antoine de Saint-Exupéry
was assigned to the squadron of the reconnaissance group of the Allied Forces stationed
at the airport. To the French writer was paid the
transit lounge.

Parish church
of Santa Maria La Palma
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2 Olbia Sq. | Santa Maria La Palma
Opening times: Saturday 4pm-7pm Sunday 10 am-1 pm / 4pm-7pm
The parish church, the name of which is shared with the burg in which it is located, Santa
Maria La Palma, got its name from an illusion
to the Virgin Mary. The name was given to all
houses of worship during the agrarian reform
of the Nurra area in the 50’s. Inaugurated in
1953, it was built by ETFAS, the organisation
in charge of transformation of the mining and
agriculture activity of Sardinia.

TOUR takes place on Saturday, May 14th at
10am | lasts for 2½h
from Villa Las Tronas Hotel | entrance side
gate 1 Lungomare Valencia | Alghero
The guided tour will be held in Italian only.
Reservation is required by mail
info@algheroexperience.it
or through mobile ph. +39 340 704 7875.

CÀLIC nature trail
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Access from the EGEA Eco-Museum
21 State road SS127bis | Fertilia
Opening times: Saturday and Sunday 10am12pm/4pm-7pm
The Càlic Lagoon is an integral portion of the
Porto Conte Regional Park, and one of the
most significant natural wetlands on the Coral
Riviera and throughout the Nurra region, the
historic name for the island’s north-western
lands. Its waters, with an average depth of just
over a metre, cover 97 hectares and are over
two and a half kilometres long, expanding in
parallel with Alghero’s coastline, from which it
is on average 400 metres away.
The wetland is linked to the sea by the large
canal of Fertilia, 60 metres wide and two metres deep, which happens to be the deepest
part of the pond that houses the small marina
of the village, whose original settlement was
precisely the village of Càlic.
Where it faces the sea, the lagoon is overlooked by the ruins of a Roman bridge, later rebuilt in the Middle Ages.

guida ai monumenti / www.monumentiaperti.com

ALGHERO

Due to a limited tour capacity, the booking deadline expires on Friday, May 13th at 6pm.
COMUNE DI ALGHERO

Guided tour by Nadia Rondello | Società
Umanitaria of Alghero and Maria Cau | A
S’Andira – Agency for Cultural Tourism in
Sardinia

14th/15th May 2022
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Monumenti Aperti 2022

il nostro bello
Insieme ci prendiamo cura del tempo

HOW TO GET TO THE MONUMENTS
LOCATED AROUND THE CITY CENTRE
and in the SURROUNDS
By ARST_REGIONAL PUBLIC TRANSPORT_BUS
TICKET to purchase in advance at the newspaper
kiosks + tobacoshops + through 2apps DROPticket
-TABnet
ALEXANDER FLEMING ST._ DOMUS DE JANAS
of CUGUTTU | the Necropolis of Taulera Alghero
URBAN BUS LINES ALFA | AP | AC - bus stop on
demand at the Civil Hospital [Ospedale Civile]
FERTILIA_CÀLIC LAGOON path itinerary and
EGEA EcoMuseum
URBAN BUS LINE
AF - bus stop on demand at Fertilia’s gasoline st. |
EcoMuseum
EXTRAURBAN BUS LINES
#9321 Porto Conte – Capo Caccia
#9323 Sassari | #714 Porto Torres | #9320 Porto
Conte – S.M.La Palma
bus TERMINAL via Catalogna | bus stop on
demand in Fertilia_Venezia Giulia sq.

scuola di libertà

URBAN SHUTTLE BUS LINE to the AIRPORT ALFA
bus TERMINAL via Catalogna | bus stop on
demand at Fertilia’s petrol stn.
ROMAN VILLA OF SANT’IMBENIA | PORTO
CONTE _county road SP55

da
conMonumenti
Monumenti
Aperti
da sempre
sempre con
Aperti

5x1000

per Monumenti Aperti

indica sulla tua dichiarazione dei redditi il codice fiscale di IMAGO MUNDI odv

Codice Fiscale 02175490925

HOW TO GET THERE BY…
PRIVATE MEAN OF TRANSPORT from the Northern
exit of Alghero, take the SS127bis towards Porto
Conte-Capo Caccia. At the junction take the SP55
towards Tramariglio-Capo Caccia, the site is on
the left-hand side past the entrance to the Baia di
Conte hotel [1640ft|500m] | SP55 Km 4.900.

EXTRAURBAN BUS LINES
#9321 Porto Conte
– Capo Caccia
bus stop on demand at Le Prigionette Nature
Reserve entrance.
MILITARY AIRPORT and the CHURCH of
SANTA MARIA LA PALMA _ county road SS291
HOW TO GET THERE BY…
PRIVATE MEAN OF TRANSPORT from the Alghero’s
Northern exit, at the Fertilia traffic circle, take the
1st exit onto the SS291 towards Santa Maria La
Palma and turn right onto the local road Strada
Vicinale Mario Aramu at the Dopolavoro crossroads
[30th km]. The gateway to the military airport is at
around 656ft|200m further on.
EXTRAURBAN BUS LINES
#9323 Sassari | #714 Porto Torres | #9320 Porto
Conte – S.M.La Palma
bus stop on demand at the Dopolavoro-Aeroporto
Militare crossing

Sponsor tecnico

InfoAlghero Tourist Information Office

COVID-19 PREVENTION
During the guided tours, please remember
to comply with the anti-covid regulations. In
indoor locations, masks are required.
Please, consult the list of monuments in
order to check the modalities of visit and any
obligation to wear face masks, represented
by this symbol.

2 Cagliari St. - ALGHERO
T.+39 079 979054 -2 -1 -1
infotourist@alghero-turismo.it
Opening time: Saturday and Sunday 9am to 1pm
| 3pm to 6pm

OPENING HOURS
Monuments will be open from Saturday 14th May
to Sunday 15th May, from 10:00 am to 1pm and
from 4pm to 8pm. A few monuments may have
different opening hours from the ones listed above.
Please, refer to the list of monuments below to
find opening times for each of them.

@ HERITAGE OPEN DAYS ON THE WEB
Further information on the event and the
monuments can be found on:
http://www.alghero-turismo.it
www.monumentiaperti.com
# MONUMENTI APERTI Social Networks
Facebook (@alghero.monumentiaperti and @
monumentiaperti)
Instagram (@algheroturismo)
Official Tags: #monumentiaperti22
#radicialfuturo

RULES FOR THE GUIDED TOURS
• Comfortable clothing and footwear are
recommended for the itineraries;
• Some monuments will also be open at lunchtime;
• Inside the churches, the tours will be interrupted
during the church services;
• The staff and the promoters reserve the right to
suspend the visit any time to ensure the safety of
visitors and cultural properties;
• The waiting time may be due to safety measures
for keeping staff and visitors safe and comfortable;
• Different languages –English, French, Spanish,
Catalan and Sardinian – spoken at some of the
sites; please, refer to the panel displayed at each
site for details on the language service.

CULTURE WITHOUT BARRIERS_assisting
disabled fans
The Association Pensiero Felice is available to
accompany people with disabilities to visit the
monuments on Sunday 15th. Please make
your reservations by phone on the following
telephone number +39 3393842790

Monumenti Aperti è un progetto di IMAGO MUNDI OdV
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Land Gate Tower

1

ALGHERO - 14th/15th May 2022

Porta Terra Sq. | Alghero’s historic town
centre

www.monumentiaperti.com
#monumentiaperti2022

Opening times: Saturday and Sunday
10am – 1pm / 4pm – 8pm
15

The use of face masks is mandatory
Renamed Torre di Porta Terra in the Sabaudian
period, this tower was initially known as The
Royal Gate—the main entrance to the town.
The tower was surmounted by the coat-ofarms in stone of the Crown of Aragon, which
is today housed inside. The gate, closed at
dusk, served as the means of entry and exit
to the town up until its demilitarization at the
end of the 19th century.

Diocesan Museum
of Sacred Art

2

1 Duomo Sq. | Alghero’s historic town
centre

It is located in the historic city centre, near
the Cathedral, set in the old Rosary Church.
The Church is originated from a civil construction dating back to the Medieval Age,
from which the two blind portals be proof
with dichromic ashlars on the left side of the
façade bear witness.
When the Catalan domination took over, the
factory was enlarged and became the home of
a patrician family.
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Civic theatre

7 Teatro Sq. | Alghero’s historic town
centre

Casa Manno
Museum

4

The use of face masks is mandatory
The Museum has a considerable heritage exhibition consisting of furniture, paintings, sculptures, prints, old books, correspondence, manuscripts and original records, highly valued
from an historical and artistic point of view.
The exhibition is interspersed with the Sardinian intellectual’s most representative pages of
his existence, and offers through some multimedia tools a glimpse of an era full of change
and essential to the national unification process within the Italian history.
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64
16
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The use of face masks is mandatory
In virtue of the increasingly liberal ideas of early
years of the 19th century, Alghero benefited
by the construction of its first theatre, named
“the Theater of the Amateurs,” and situated
near the ancient Jesuit College. Fifty years later,
there were calls to build a new Civic Theatre
in Piazza Vittorio Emanuele (Vittorio Emanuele
Square) in an area belonging to the municipality, called Calasanz. Construction was begun
in 1858 based on a design by architect Franco
Poggi and was completed in 1862, followed
thereafter by the theatre’s inauguration. The
edifice is unique in Sardinia in that its entirely
supported structure was made out of wood.
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CAPO CACCIA
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2 Duomo Sq.
Alghero’s historic town centre

3

Opening times:
Saturday 10am-1 pm / 3pm - 6pm / 7:15pm
– 8pm
Sunday 3pm-6pm
The construction of the Cathedral began in
the second half of the 16th century. The first
building was begun in 1567: the radial chapels
found behind the presbytery and the belfry
with a portal in the Gothic-Catalan style date
back to this period. The Cathedral is distinguished by its imposing neoclassical pronaos
(temple-like entrance hall), planned in 1862
by the Archpriest Michele Dessì Magnetti and
placed against the older Renaissance façade.

Opening times: Saturday and Sunday
10am-1pm / 4pm-7pm

8 XX Settembre St.
Alghero’s historic town centre

12

The use of face masks is mandatory

The use of face masks is mandatory

Santa Barbara St. Alghero’s historic
town centre

MACOR Coral Museum
Opening times: Saturday and Sunday
10am-1pm/4pm-8pm

Opening times:
Sunday 10am-1pm /4pm-8pm

5

ALGHERO

1

Bastioni Magellano ramparts | Alghero’s
historic town centre

Church of Santa Barbara

The Museum offers visitors a vision of the
richness of our Mediterranean Sea represented specifically by Corallium Rubrum, intimately linked to Alghero and its territory. A fascinating journey in the marine ecosystem, in
the history of this precious living organism, in
works of art that are created with it, a dive in
the sea that surrounds the city and that much
has and continues to give to his people.

The headquarters of the Workers’ Mutual Aid
Association, a goodwill organisation operating
in the pension and welfare sector, was opened
in Alghero in 1883. In it, it is possible to admire
a collection of vintage reproductions and original paintings depicting members of the Savoy
family, Giuseppe Mazzini, Giuseppe Garibaldi
and Giuseppe Verdi, as well as a large painting
going back as far as the 20’s celebrating the
Lateran Treaty.

villa had new owners who turned it into a hotel. At the end of the 1950s, the villa had new
owners who turned it into a hotel, and since
then among others, the playwright Samuel
Beckett, the actors Virna Lisi, Liz Taylor and Richard Burton, the singers Gianna Nannini and
Madonna have stayed there.

Library of Fraternity
and Mercy “G. Pezzi”

14

The first mention of the Church of St. Barbara,
which had originally been dedicated to St. Andrew, dates back to 1526. There are, however,
elements that date the structure back to the
14th century. Some valuable icons (dating from
the 16th to the 19th centuries) render the interior precious as a place of worship. Since 2008,
the Holy Orthodox Archdiocese of Italy and
Malta has been officiating at religious services.

Sulis Tower
Sulis Square

6

(Inside the Walls)
Roma St. | Alghero’s historic town centre
Opening times: Saturday and Sunday
10am-1pm / 4pm-8pm
The use of face masks is mandatory
Built in the 18th century, this church demonstrates architectonical elements executed in
the late Renaissance style, which are evident
above all in the elegant portal. The church
stands in an area that, in ancient times, was
used as a cemetery. It is therefore also known
as the Old Church of the Fossar, a Catalan term
meaning “cemetery”.
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Opening times:
Saturday 9:30 am – 8 pm
Sunday 10am -8pm
The use of face masks is mandatory
Built in the first half of the 16th century, it
constituted one of the bulwarks of the fortifications of Alghero. La Torre dello Sperone
(The Tower of the Royal Spur, in Catalan, Esperò Reyal) takes its name from the presence of,
in the shelter of the tower, an offshoot of the
fortification—that is, a spur. Today, it is better
known by the name Torre di Sulis after the revolutionary from Cagliari, Vincenzo Sulis, who
was imprisoned inside, spending a good twenty-two years of isolation within its walls.

MUSA
Civic Archaeological
Museum
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72 Carlo Alberto St. | Alghero’s historic
town centre

Monumental
Complex and Church
of Saint Francis
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46 Carlo Alberto St. | Alghero’s historic
town centre

Villa Las Tronas Hotel

1 Lungomare Valencia
promenade Alghero.
Entrance through the gate by the stairway to the cove.
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Opening times:
Saturday and Sunday 4pm – 8pm

Opening times:
Saturday and Sunday 10am-1pm/4pm-8pm

Opening times:
Saturday 10am - 3pm / Sunday 10am - 4pm

Opening times: Saturday and Sunday
10am-1pm/4pm-7pm

The use of face masks is mandatory

The use of face masks is mandatory

The use of face masks is mandatory

Opening times: Saturday and Sunday
10am-12pm/4pm-7pm

The Archaeological Museum of The City holds
the oldest evidence of man’s presence in the
territory, from the proto-history, to the Nuragic
epoch, to the Phoenician and Roman period. A
well-defined exhibition path around three particularly significant subjects for Alghero and its
territory: the sea, the ways of inhabiting, the
world of the sacred. The Museum stands in
Carlo Alberto Street, in the hearth of the old
town. It is housed in a recently renovated building that was once the location of a monastic
complex annexed to St Michael’s Church.

This church was built at the end of the 15th
century in a Gothic-Catalan form by the Conventual Minor Brothers who had been present
in the town since the first decades of 1300s. In
1593 the building suffered a collapse that destroyed its central part of the church. Although partially reconstructed in 1598, the church
maintains the presbytery, the adjacent chapels,
the first two chapels in the counter-façade.
The cloister dates back to the same Gothic
phase.

Built around 1880 by Count Alessandro of
Sant’Elia as a hunting lodge, the villa underwent subsequent major transformations
that altered its original layout, and giving the
building the appearance of a medieval castle,
following the architectural style that was widespread among noble families in the early decades of the 20th century. It was for quite a long
time a holiday resort for noblemen and people
of letters. Members of the Savoy royal house
and the imperial Romanov family stayed here.
As well as the famous writer and aviator Antoine de Saint Exupéry. In the late 1950s, the

The use of face masks is mandatory

Domus de Janas
of Cuguttu
Necropolis of Taulera

16

Opening times:
Saturday 10:30 am-1pm/4pm-8pm
Sunday 10am-1pm/4pm-8pm

The Library of the Fraternita della Misericordia “G. Pezzi ”was founded in 1984 thanks
to the then president Dr. Mario Sari and the
Rector Don Salvatore Marongiu. Its creation
is due to the donation of 4800 volumes by
the illustrious fellow citizen Giuseppe Pezzi,
Medical Admiral and Professor of History of
Medicine at the Universities of Rome and Naples. The book collection was later enriched
with the donations of Beppe Sechi Copello
and Antonio Era. The library’s book heritage
contains a special section with books of considerable historical interest from the 16th and
18th centuries.

Egea Eco-museum
A light on memory

history” for all those who have been forced
by overwhelming historical events to leave
their birthplace in search of a new landing
place in which to carry out their existence
in freedom.

Fleming Str. | Alghero

66 Giovanni XXIII St. | Alghero

The use of face masks is mandatory

The use of face masks is mandatory

Church of Saint Anna
Intra-Moenia

21

3

Opening times:
Sunday 10am-1:30pm / 3pm-8pm

Headquarters
of The Workers’ Mutual
Aid Association

Cathedral of Saint Mary
Immaculate Conception

18

19

15

Opening times:
Saturday and Sunday 10am-1pm / 4pm8pm

The use of face masks is mandatory
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PORTO CONTE

23 Santa Barbara St. | Alghero’s historic
town centre

Opening times: Saturday and Sunday
10 am -1pm / 4 pm - 8 pm

16

15

21 State road SS127bis | Fertilia

The Museum strives to make known the history of a land made fertile by the work of man; a
land that welcomed people from Sardinia, Alghero, Ferrara, Veneto, Istria, Fiume, Dalmatia,
those repatriated from Libya, Eritrea, Corsica
and numerous other people who came at different times from every corner of the globe.
This Museum aims to “keep a light on memory” and to “bring together the threads of

The archaeological site is located in the northern part of Alghero, in the town district
of the Pietraia , also known as Taulera. The
area consists of carbonate rocks dating back
to the Middle Jurassic with calcite crystallisation and various layers of both hard-compact and friable workable rocks. While a
botanical perspective focuses better on fruit
trees of fig, white asphodels, mock privets,
false dandelions on limestone and bramble
thorny shrubs. Since the early 20th century, several archaeological finds belonging
to the Bonnanaro, Campaniform and Ozieri
cultures have been found in the Domus de
Janas of Cuguttu. These artefacts are now
on display at the MAN National Archaeological Museum in Cagliari and at the MUSA
Alghero’s Civic Museum, including a vase
with a comb-type geometric decorations
and a drilled skull.

